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Apollo 11 Landed on the Moon 50 Years Ago—What’s Next?
By: Dr. G. Jeffrey Taylor
Emeritus Research Professor, Planetary Sciences
On July 20, 1969, Apollo 11 was scheduled to land on the Moon in mid-after-

Buzz Aldrin stepping off the Lunar
Module. Photo by Neil Armstrong.
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descent engine. A little over an hour later, officially at 3:17 p.m. Houston
time, the Eagle landed. People in mission control were breathing again. So
were we. So were almost a billion other viewers around the world. It took
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for us Moon specialists. At the invitation of Pete Schultz (Rhode Island Space
Grant), I started my celebrations at the August 2018 National Space Directors Meeting in Stowe, Vermont, giving the first of several versions of The
Legacy of Apollo. Landing people safely on the Moon was a magnificent social
and technical achievement. It led to overturning misconceptions about early
planetary history (e.g., showing that the Moon formed almost totally molten,
overturning the idea that planets formed cold) and gave us a new perspective
on planetary compositions.
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for everyone at the settlement to have access to health
care. Building a lunar settlement will require using local
resources. Because of the expense of dragging materials
up from Earth’s gravity well, everything mined on the
Moon is valuable, leading the development of technologies to minimize or even eliminate waste, and perhaps
leading to a new way of looking at mining on Earth.
Permanent settlement of the Moon may lead to new
industries and enhanced space exploration capabilities.
Ideas for space commerce abound, from space tourism
Earthrise, as viewed during the Apollo 8 mission.

to take people from Earth, to harvesting the power of

It also gave us new perspectives on other important

the Sun shining on the lunar surface to beam to Earth,

issues pertinent to earthly civilization. For example, the

to providing propellant for space exploration, satellite

first pictures of Earth taken by Apollo astronauts during

refueling, and commerce throughout the Solar System. A

their Moon journeys, especially the Apollo 8 Earthrise

vital exo-economy will directly benefit people on Earth

picture, showed us that we live on an isolated, fragile,

through creation of new jobs here on Earth (plus some

and beautiful island in space, which made rational people

off the Earth!) and new products to enrich our lives.

realize that we ought to take care of it, thus helping to

The goals of the Apollo program were set forth clearly

fuel the environmental movement during the 1970s and
beyond. Perhaps the most dramatic new perspective was
that of the third astronaut, Michael Collins, all alone in
the command module (Columbia) that orbited the Moon
while Armstrong and Aldrin were on the surface. Collins
wrote “I am absolutely isolated from any known life. I am
it. If a count were taken, the score would be three billion
plus two over the other side of the Moon, and one plus
God knows what on this side.”
Dr.Jeff Taylor spreading the word about the
Apollo Program.

in President John F. Kennedy’s speech at Rice University in 1961. He asked why we do challenging things. He
answered that we do them “not because they are easy,
but because they are hard.” He added: “Because that
goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our
energies and skills.” This is what difficult space ventures
do for us. They challenge us. They inspire us. This is the
A thriving lunar settlement. NASA painting by Pat Rawlings

These new viewpoints are just the beginning. Lunar
settlements far from home may give us new perspectives
on addressing other pressing problems, such as energy,

Want to learn more about the Apollo 11
Mission?

lated lunar settlement would give a dramatic example of

Read: Scientific Discoveries from the Apollo 11
Mission

the value of preventive medicine and emphasize the need

www.psrd.hawaii.edu/July19/Apollo11-discoveries.html

health care, and poverty. For example, living in an iso-
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essence of Space Grant.
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HIGHER EDUCATION
A Stellar Opportunity As a JPL Intern
By: Schelin Ireland, UH Mānoa Undergraduate
a great deal about planetary science and the research being done for the Mars 2020 mission, I also learned a great
deal about the methods and challenges of cutting-edge
research. The instrument, MOBIUS, had to undergo major
upgrades and software patches during the course of my
internship. I learned from my mentors how to continue
to be productive and continue to do my research and collect data even when the instrument was working intermittently.

Schelin at the entrance to NASA JPL (Jet Propulsion
Labaratory).

This summer, I had the pleasure of being selected to
intern at JPL. I interned for the Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman and Luminescence for Organics
and Chemicals (SHERLOC) instrument in the Astrobiology
group of the Science Division.

The Mars 2020 rover in the clean room
seen from the viewing gallery.

This was a very valuable experience for me to have
before going into graduate school as the challenges differ
greatly from those one experiences as a student. I have
a much better perspective on how research is done and
Schelin in front of MOBIUS
in UV lighting.

it has solidified my goals of becoming a planetary scientist. I also made many friends while I was at JPL. One

SHERLOC is an instrument mounted to the arm of the

of those friends interned for the A-Team (Architecture

Mars 2020 rover. It will be used to detect biosignatures

Team), planning JPL’s future robotic missions. I had the

of life that may once have existed on Mars. For my intern-

opportunity to participate in a study for interns designed

ship, I collected Raman and Fluorescent spectra for vari-

to demonstrate the methods and operating procedures of

ous minerals and mineral-organic mixtures using a labora-

the A-Team. During the study, we developed concepts for

tory version of SHERLOC called MOBIUS. These mineral

instruments and rovers/orbiters to explore and analyze

standards will be used to make a database to assist scien-

Titan’s oceans. I am very grateful to have had such an in-

tists in interpreting the data collected by the Mars 2020

valuable experience and it was made possible by funding

rover once it has landed on Mars. In addition to learning

from the Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium.
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BOX FA R M – Pro t o t y p e A u t o m at ed G ard en fo r Mars
Ha b i t a t Bu i lt by UH M St u d en t s
By: Dr. Trevor C. Sorensen, Specialist, HSFL
ing operations. Lighting and
One of the teams in the ME

nutrient delivery feedback

481/482 Senior Capstone design

come equipped as standard,

course at UHM designed, built

enabling the growing opera-

and tested an automated hy-

tion to be optimized for each

droponic garden (“Box Farm”)

plant species. This system

for use in a prototype Mars hab-

can be configured to grow

itat located at the University of

up to three different species

North Dakota. The University of

of plants with overlapping

North Dakota (UND) is one of the

input requirements. During

few facilities funded by NASA to

the Fall 2018 semester, the

test the limits extraterrestrial
mission durations have on the

Dr. Sorensen (front) with Box
Farm students in ILMH greenhouse. Students are (L to R) Preston Tran, James Thesken, Gabor
Paczolay, and Sean Agpaoa.

Box Farm in its final form.

Box Farm team completed
the design of Box Farm and

human body. These tests are

during the Spring 2019 semester they built and tested it. The

carried out in the Inflatable

project was very successful, and the team was distinguished by

Lunar Mars Habitat (ILMH) for

winning first place in the annual Francis Rhodes Montgomery De-

missions lasting from 14-30

sign Competition (FRMDC) sponsored by the American Society of

days. The ILMH system con-

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) at UHM. At the conclusion of the

sists of multiple modules: Living Quarters, Geology Lab, Extra-

semester, some of the Box Farm students transported the appara-

Vehicular Activities, Exercise and Human Performance, and the

tus to UND at Grand Forks, ND, where they undertook a four-day

Greenhouse. Dr. Pablo de Leon is the PI (Principal Investigator)

“mission” in the ILMH to install and test Box Farm (airfare was

for these habitat missions and also leads developments in space

provided by Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium). I traveled to UND

suit designs.

and was able to visit the team with the ILMH project PI, Dr. Pable

The leader of the Box Farm team, Preston Tran, spent last

de Leon. They demonstrated some of the basic automated func-

summer as an intern at NASA Ames Research Center, where he

tions while we were there. Dr. de Leon was thrilled about Box

became familiar with the ILMH system and Dr. De Leon. As a

Farm, because they found during their analog Mars missions, the

result of this familiarization with the habitat program and its
needs, he proposed an automated hydroponic garden to be built
by a team of Mechanical Engineering students as their capstone
project. The project proposal was accepted, and Preston led
a team of 12 ME seniors and one Biology major to successfully
design, develop, and test the Box Farm apparatus.
The system is designed to regulate all phases of a plants life
cycle, having designated areas for a nursery, nutrient_solution
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ILMH at University of North Dakota. The second module
from right is the greenhouse with Box Farm.

reservoir, and harvest container. The system uses a single robot

“astronauts” spent about 60% of their time tending to the plants

arm transported by a robotic elevator mechanism to execute a

in the habitat using traditional manual methods. Using Box Farm,

multitude of tasks. The arm is used to position cameras above

which requires very little human intervention, the astronauts will

plants residing in the grow trays to conduct plant health analyses

be able to better use much more of their time for higher priority

and to transport plants from one designated area to another,

activities, such as scientific research.

i.e., from the nursery to the main grow area. Behind these op-

The Box Farm installation team consisted of four UHM Students:

erations is the imaging software being developed, named BoxVi-

Project Manager, Preston Tran, Systems Integrator and Control

sion. This software enables autonomous characteristics to as-

Systems Lead, James Thesken, Robotic Systems Lead, Sean Ag-

sist, control, and reduce the man hours required during grow-

paoa, and Static Systems Lead, Gabor Paczolay.
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C a nS a t 2019 Co m p e titio n
June 12-16, 2019, Tarleton State University, Stephenville, Texas
Preston Rodrigues, Kurt Matillano, Kyle Rayo, Jhaymar Mendez, Alex Meyer, Suntana Villanueva
Advisor: Dr. Jung Won Park
University of Hawai‘i Maui College: Engineering Technology
The CanSat Competition is an annual student design-build-

Slight changes to the beams and container were made

launch competition for space-related topics organized by

in order to pass the mass requirement of 500 g with a mar-

the American Astronautical Society (AAS). Teams across the

gin of 10 g on flight day. Before the CanSat was checked-in,

world are welcomed to compete but only the top 40 designs

we had ensured that our telemetry was working. During our

are allowed to continue and deploy their CanSat design. The

appointed time for launch, the CanSat lost communication

CanSat consists of two main components: A remote station

with our ground station at the launchpad and was unable

(Transmitter) and a base station (Receiver). The purpose of

to record data during its flight. This issue was due to the

the project is to explore the use of autogyro descent control

low voltage supplied to the XBEE which resulted in a weak

of a science payload when released from a launch vehicle.

radio signal. The CanSat was still launched and we were able

The science payload transmits atmospheric and payload

to visually confirm the deployment of the container’s para-

state data (temperature, pressure, altitude, humidity, pitch,

chute. Soon after, we were able to confirm the separation

roll, GPS position, propeller rpm, battery voltage, and video

of the science payload from the container, meaning that our

images), which is retrieved from a remote station over the

release mechanism activated. Right after the release, the

frequency band of 900MHz. The base station is using MATLAB

autogyro deployed and did not plummet down. With the lost

to interface with the collected data for analysis.

GPS information and strong winds, we were unable to locate

The CanSat is designed to be launched from an altitude

the CanSat after landing.

ranging 670 m to 725 m. The science payload is stored within

Overall, participating in the CanSat competition was a

a 3-D printed container and its parachute. Once the CanSat

great experience as we were forced to learn new skills to-

is deployed it descends using its parachute at a rate of 20

gether with concepts to comply with an autogyro system.

m/s. At 450 m, the container releases the autogyro science

We learned and used Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software

payload. The release mechanism detaches the cable hold-

in order to manufacturer our designs. We designed Printed

ing the payload and container together. The descent rate of

Circuit Board (PCB) to integrate all our sensors. Incorporate

the science payload is at a rate between 10 m/s to 15 m/s.

MATLAB’s utility with matrices and plotting functionality.

As the science payload descends under its autogyro control,

Explore the XBEE radio modules and set our telemetry and

the payload transmits telemetry packaged sensor data to the

other skills that helped push us through to the competition.

home station. When the science payload lands, all telemetry

We would like to thank Dr. Park, the Hawai‘i Space Grant

transmission stops, and an audio beacon activates to help

Consortium, NASA, and Tarleton State University for provid-

locate the payload. Data is interfaced with Matlab on the

ing us with the opportunity to challenge ourselves with the

home station.

2019 CanSat competition.

The critical component of the CanSat is its science payload. Our designed science payload consists of five 3-D printed
plates supported by beams.
These plates are identified as
the descent control, release
mechanism, two electrical components, and source of power.
Once the CanSat design was
completed, the following adConstructed payload.

justments were made in preparation for launch day.

2019 CanSat Team: #4483 “Team Pilikia.”
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Undergraduate Programs: Fellowships, Traineeships
UH Mānoa Fellow - Fall 2018
Lean Teodoro, a senior in Geology and Geophysics, worked with men-

and Internships

space structures. Reginald's project was titled, "Development of High-Performance Hierarchical Multifunctional
Ceramic Nanocomposites from Preceramic Polymers and
Nanomaterials for Space Applications."

tor Dr. Hope Ishii of the Hawai‘i Institute
of Geophysics and Planetology on a project in the Advanced Electron Microscopy

UH Mānoa Fellows - Spring 2019

Center at UH. Lean's project, "Analysis

Rachel Bellah,

of Solar System Building Blocks using

ology and Geophysics, worked with

to identify and study chemically-primitive cometary dust

mentor Dr. Przemyslaw Dera of the

among the particles collected from the Mauna Loa Cosmic

Department of Earth Sciences on "Test-

Dust Collector.

ing Thermal-reflective Paint Pigments
on Metal and Mars Soil Simulant Chips

UH Mānoa Fellows - Fall 2018-Spring 2019
Samuel Dobry,

with Implications for use in Moon to

a junior in Me-

Mars Structures." Using temperature-

chanical Engineering, worked on "A

step experiments to test reflectivity and durability, Rachel

Modular Mass Adjusting Platform for

assessed the suitability of thermal-reflective paints for cost-

6U CubeSat ADCS Verification" with Mr.

effective passive cooling of space structures.

Yosef Ben Gershom and Dr. Miguel
Nunes of the Hawai‘i Space Flight Lab.

_ Emma Hon, a junior in Geology

Samuel's design work and prototyping

and Geophysics, worked with mentors

of the testbed assembly supports great-

Dr. Shuai Li and Dr. Jeff Taylor of the

er modularity for 3U to 6U CubeSat designs and testing At-

Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics and

titude Determination and Control System components for

Planetology on an ARCGIS-based lunar

orbital remote sensing missions.

mapping project to identify valuable

Adrian Ramirez,

resources for exploration and supporta senior in

ing future long-term human presence

Mechanical Engineering, worked on

in space. Emma mapped water con-

the project, "Development of High-Per-

tent, iron, and titanium using orbital remote sensing data in

formance Hierarchical Multifunctional

her project, "Mapping Potential Lunar Resources in the Aris-

Polymer

tarchus Plateau."

Nanocomposites

Employing

Carbon Nanotube Nanoforests for Space
Applications." With mentor Dr. Mehrdad

Gabriella Sanchez,

a senior

N. Ghasemi Nejhad of the Department of Mechanical Engi-

in Astrophysics, worked with mentor

neering Adrian was testing and evaluating the thermome-

Dr. Andreea Petric of the UH Institute

chanical properties of 3-D nano-size composite materials

for Astronomy at the Canada-France-

with and without interlaminar carbon nanotube nanoforests.

Hawai‘i telescope (CFHT) on the active

Reginald Tolentino, a senior in

6

a senior in Ge-

Transmission Electron Microscopy" aimed

galactic nucleus outburst of polar ring
galaxy NGC 660. Using data from the

Mechanical Engineering, worked with

CFHT-SITELLE instrument and Python

mentor Dr. Mehrdad N. Ghasemi Nejhad

programming, Gabriella investigated

of the Department of Mechanical Engi-

the motions and energetics of ionized gas in NGC 660 in her

neering on the use of nanocomposite

project, "Gas Kinematics of Growing Supermassive Black

building materials for improvements in

Holes in Merging Galaxies."

mechanical and physical properties of
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a junior

Fellowships are awarded to U.S. citizens who are full-

in Astrophysics, researched galaxy evo-

time students at the University of Hawai‘i campuses at Mānoa

lution in his project, "Emission Line Di-

and Hilo. Awards are given for space-related research with

agnostics of NGC 660's Active Galactic

a mentor and provide a stipend of up to $4,500 per semester

Nucleus" with mentor Dr. Andreea Pet-

to the student. Fellows are also eligible for travel and supply

ric of the UH Institute for Astronomy at

funds. In previous semesters, these funds have been used for

the Canada-France-Hawai‘i telescope

activities including observing runs at Maunakea telescopes,

Nicholas Takamatsu,

(CFHT). Nicholas used CFHT-SITELLE

fieldwork to collect ground-truth information for interpreting

data to better understand star formation rates in the polar

satellite data of the Hawaiian Islands and other locations, and

ring galaxy NGC 660 by investigating relative intensities of

travel to meetings to present project results.

gas emission lines, gas ionization states and metalicity.

UH Hilo Trainee - Spring 2019
Jennifer Bragg, a junior in Mathematics and Physics, worked with
mentor Dr. Bo Reipurth of the UH
Institute for Astronomy on astronomical data processing. Jennifer gained ex-

UH Mānoa Trainee-Fall 2018
UH Mānoa Fellow -Spring 2019
Joel Pederson,

a senior in Me-

chanical Engineering, worked on "Development of a Dynamic Stimulator for
Nadir Sensor Testing" with mentors Mr.

perience with data from the European
Space Agency's Gaia space observatory
in her project, "Distance and Formation
of the Cometary Globule CG 12."

Kapi'olani Community College TraineesFall 2018

Yosef Ben Gershom and Dr. Miguel Nunes
Joel's work to design, build, and test a

Mahealani Kini and Agnes
Straatman worked on a project

of the Hawai‘i Space Flight Laboratory.
motorized system supports the Lab's de-

titled, "A Rover Prototype Designed

velopment of robust procedures to test and verify a CubeSat

for In-situ Resource Utilization at

satellite's nadir sensor functionality for Earth observations

Utopia Planitia on Mars."

and planetary space missions.

UH Mānoa Trainee-Spring 2019
Schelin Ireland, a junior in Geol-

(l to r) Agnes Straatman, Mahealani Kini

Matthew Kohatsu and
Cassidy Siegrist worked
on a project titled, "Development of Astrodynamics Simu-

ogy and Geophysics, worked on "Raman

lations to Calculate Intercept

Spectroscopy for Mars 2020" with men-

Trajectories of Nuclear ICBM

tors Dr. Paul Lucey and Ms. Macey Sand-

Projectiles."

ford of the Hawai‘i Institute of Geophys-

(l to r) Cassidy Siegrist,
Matthew Kohatsu

ics and Planetology. Schelin learned ex-

Jami Stout

perimental procedures of Raman spec-

titled, "Prototyping Drag Devices

troscopy for detecting biogenic material

and Landing Struts for a Small Plan-

using a laboratory version of the SuperCam remote-sensing
instrument on NASA's Mars 2020 rover mission.

etary Lander."

worked on a project
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Kapi'olani Community College TraineeFall 2018-Spring 2019
Kiyomi Sanders

Kapi'olani Community College
CanSat Trainees-Spring 2019

worked on a

project titled, "Analysis of Galaxy
Density Profiles by Morphologic Type
in the Vicinity of the Largest Super
Massive Black Hole in the Universe."
(Fall 2018 Project)
In Spring of 2019, Kiyomi also worked
with Dr. Radovan Milincic on a "Survey of the Density Profiles
of Galaxies Around Supermassive Black Holes." Kiyomi gained

Kapi‘olani Community College students
(L to R) Zachary Wadsas, Cas Ghotane Gavin Yamanaka
and Daniel Laufenberg

experience using data from NASA's High Energy Astrophysics
Science Archive Research Center.

Kapi'olani Community College TraineeSpring 2019

The KCC CanSat trainees utilized an Autogyro Descentcontrolled Miniature Satellite to collect Real-time Atmospheric Data.

Kenny Kiriu worked with Dr.
Radovan Milincic to study a fundamental interaction of physics in his project, "Design of a

Project IMUA Trainees (Mission 5) – A Rocket Launch for In-

Galileo-style Apparatus for the

ternational Student Satellites (ARLISS): Damien Apilando,

Most Precise Measurement of the

Dylan Boeman, and Kat Bronston from Windward Commu-

Gravitational Constant, G." Kenny

nity College worked together to design and build a foldable

learned experimental procedures

quadcopter to carry an atmospheric instrument payload de-

required for achieving high preci-

signed by the Honolulu Community College team. Mia Fong

sion measurements with consistent accuracy.

Traineeships

Project IMUA Mission 5 & 6-Fall 2018

and Knyte Bennett-Jeremiah from Honolulu Community College worked together to design and build the atmospheric

are awarded to U.S. citizens who are

full-time students at University of Hawai‘i Mānoa and Hilo

payload using a barometer and accelerometer carried by
the quadcopter.

campuses, Community Colleges, and the University of Guam.
Awards provide lab training and practical experience with a
mentor in any space-related field of science, technology, engineering or math. Trainees receive a stipend of up to $1,500
per semester and may be eligible for supply funds.

University of Hawai'i Maui College
CanSat Trainees-Fall 2018
Preston Rodrigues-Magsayo
and Alexander Meyer, worked
on a CanSat Competition project. The
CanSat consisted of two main components: a remote station (transmitter)
and a base station (receiver). The team
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explored the use of auto-gyro descent control of a science

Project Imua Mission 5 & 6 Teams: (L to R) Leomana Turalde,
Matthew Nakamura, Mike Andrews, Eric Takahashi, Adam Macalalag, Lauren Grzegorczf, Knyte Benett-Jeremiah, Kat Bronston,
Dylan Boeman, Mia Fong, Ryan Young, Damien Apilando
Missing: Gerimi Tangonan, Jonathan York & Adrianna Saymo
Students come from Honolulu Commmunity College, Kapi‘olani
Community College, University of Hawai‘i Mānoa & Windward
Community College

payload when released from a launch vehicle.

Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

Project IMUA Trainees (Mission 6) – NASA Student Launch

Summer 2018 Interns

Project:
Mike Andrews, Adam Macalalag, Matthew Nakamura, Eric

Michelle Masutani

Takahashi, Kat Bronston, Leomana Turalde, Lauren Grzegorc-

Space Flight Laboratory Lab Intern)

zf from Windward Community College, Kapi‘olani Community

was a summer intern at Teledyne

College, UH Mānoa and Gerimi Tangonan, Ryan Young, Mia

Brown Engineering, at the NASA Mar-

Fong, Johnathan York, Adrianna Saymo, Knyte Bennett-Jere-

shall Space Flight Center, supporting

miah from Honolulu Community College worked together for

the Secondary Payloads Intergration

the 2018 NASA Student Launch Project, sponsored by NASA

and Evolution Office. Her main task

(Hawai‘i

Marshall Space Flight Center. The students designed and built

was a survey of commercial off-the-

a rocket and payload for launch to a predetermined altitude,

shelf secondary payload deployers for the Space Launch

from which the payload rover deployed to the ground to col-

System. Michelle also learned about model-based systems

lect soil samples.

engineering for information exchange between developers,

Project IMUA Trainees-Spring 2019

and was introduced to Teledyne's payload-operations support of the International Space Station.

Collin Takasaki

(Hawai‘i Space

Flight Laboratory Lab Intern) was a
summer intern at Teledyne Brown Engineering, at the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center, supporting development
of autonomous operations in deep
space. His main task was writing code
for an autonomous fluid transfer system.
Project: "Vehicle Design for the NASA Student Launch Project." Project Imua WCC Trainees (L to R) Matthew Nakamura,

Lauren Ward

Adam Macalalag, Eric Takahashi, Leomana Turalde, Lauren,

Intern), a graduate student in the
Department

Grzegorczyk, Kat Bronston. Missing: Michael Andrews

of

(NASA Summer
Earth

Sciences,

worked with mentor Dr. Petya K. E.
Campbell at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center on a summer project related to global carbon-cycle research
and the use of measurements from space-based instruments.
Lauren studied the relationship between photosynthesis
activity and chlorophyll fluorescence at the leaf and canopy scales in her project, "Seasonal Dynamics in Vegetation
Solar-Induced Fluorescence Associated with Climate and CO2
Project: "NASA Student Launch Project: Deployable Rover"
Project Imua HCC Trainees (L to R) Knyte Bennett-Jeremiah,

Dynamics."

Craig Opie, Adrianna Saymo, Mia Fong. Missing: Nelson Encar-

Internships

nacion, Cody Feliciano, Bradley May, Jonathan York.

time students at either a Hawai‘ i University or Community

are awarded to U.S.citizens who are full-

College or on the mainland. The main objective of the proSpring 2019 IMUA Trainees: HCC worked with WCC to design

gram is to promote use of NASA technology and educational

and build a rocket and payload for launch to a predeter-

science goals. In pursuit of the creation of a high tech work-

mined altitude, from which the payload rover deployed to

force, the HSGC Internship Program encourages all intern

the ground. The autonomous rover was designed to drive a

opportunities relating to the more general STEM disciplines.

prescribed distance to retrieve a soil sample.
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Fall 2018 & Spring 2019 Symposium Pictures

Summer 2019 Interns
Schelin Ireland

(NASA JPL

Summer Intern), a junior studying Geology and Geophysics at UH
Mānoa worked with mentor Dr.
Rohit Bhartia at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory located in California.
Her summer projected focused
on “Investigating Mineralogy using
Ultraviolet Raman/Fluorescence.”

James Thesken (HSGC Summer Intern), a senior studying Mechanical Engineering at UH Mānoa
worked with mentors Mr. Taylor
Alfiler & Mr. Neil Young. His internship focused on “Exploration of
Hardware-Accelerated Python Data
Processing Using Field Programmable Gate Arrays.”

Leighton_Villanueva (HSGC
Summer Intern), a junior studying
Computer Science at UH Mānoa
worked with mentors Mr. Taylor
Alfiler & Mr. Neil Young. His internship focused on “Low Cost Radio
Frequency Signal Processing with
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf Receivers and Machine Learning.”

Vanessa Zepeda

(NASA

JPL Summer Intern), a graduate
student studying Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental
Science at UH Hilo worked with
mentor Dr. Michael Tuite at the
Jet Propoulsion Labaratory located
in California. Her summer project focused on biogeochemistry,

What is our Symposium?

“100003 Maleimides as Indicators

Every semester, Hawai'i Space Grant Consortium holds a

of Ancient Ocean Redox."

symposium in which fellows and trainees present their research and findings to those who are interested in learning
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more about space and the sciences.
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HSGC Fellowship Experience
By: Emma Hon, UH Mānoa Undergraduate
Participating in the Hawai’i Space Grant Fellowship pro-

with less water were covered by a thinner layer than the wa-

gram as a trainee and fellow has been the highlight of my

ter- rich areas, which meant larger craters in the water-rich

college experience. This program allowed me to work with

area were the only ones that could have penetrated to the

scientists Dr. Shuai Li and Dr. Jeff Taylor of HIGP and learn

water-bearing pyroclastic material. However, the larger cra-

more about real research.

ters were fewer in number in the water-rich area and having

Using ArcGIS I mapped craters north of the Aristarchus cra-

to avoid other features that would disturb results meant that

ter on the Moon to determine the water content of these cra-

the area available to search for these craters was limited.

ters. This region has been mapped for water content. Finding

The opportunity to work alongside researchers and explore

the area of the craters and comparing it to the water in the

the different fields of my major has kept me engaged and ex-

region allowed us to estimate the amount of water contained

cited in my studies and motivated me to pursue a higher de-

in each crater. The data are valuable for resource extrac-

gree of education in the field of planetary geology. Seeing the

tion needed for a sustained human presence on the Moon as

ways that the ideas, methodologies, and lessons taught in my

planned for future missions by NASA.

classes can be put into use in the field of research has changed

The diameter of the crater is related to the depth, 100

the way I view my classes and given me a broader perspective

meters in width indicates 1 meter in depth. If the crater

about the material we cover in an undergraduate degree. I

has a halo of ejecta rays around it then it has excavated

am very grateful for my mentors and HSGC for this experi-

water-bearing pyroclastic material from below the surface

ence and the connections I have made in planetary science.

layer. The ejecta in the halo is of a different composition

Space Grant was instrumental in helping me get selected

than the surface unit, which is why it shows up as brighter

for the 2019 summer internship at the Lunar and Planetary

than the surrounding material. Knowing depth, and if a cra-

Institute (LPI) in Houston, TX, where I used many of the skills

ter had penetrated the top layer to reveal a water-containing

I learned while working on my Space Grant project.

layer below, meant it was possible for me to determine the

Mahalo HSGC!

thickness of the top flow. The data revealed that the areas

Working on my Fellowship project using ArcGIS and mapping
craters on the Moon in the Aristarchus region.

Meeting Astronaut Mike Fincke at Johnson Space Center
while interning at the Lunar Planetary Institute where
I determined ages of lunar maria using crater counting
statistics.
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NASA Student Launch Project
By: Dr. Shidong Kan, Faculty Mentor, Honolulu CC
Both of the teams' demonstration flights took place in the
Mojave Desert in California at the Friends of Amateur Rocketry (FAR) Launchsite. Below are some photos of the students
prepping the rocket and of its flight.

Row 1: Lauren Grzegorczyk, Adrianna Saymo, Katherine
Bronston, and Mia Fong
Row 2: Craig Opie, Leomana Turalde, Michael Andrews,
Matthew Nakamura, Adam Macalalag, and
Eric Takahashi
Not Pictured: Knyte Bennett-Jeremiah
Over the past eight months, students from Honolulu Community College (HCC), Windward Community College (WCC),
Kapi‘olani Community College (KCC), and the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM) have been working nonstop on the

Lauren Grzegorczyk and Mia Fong prepping "Fissure 8."
The UHCC's rocket, named Fissure 8, is just shy of 10 ft
long and weighs roughly 32 pounds.

NASA Student Launch Project. Together, the students from
these four campuses are known as the University of Hawai‘i
Community Colleges (UHCC). Above, is a picture of the team
all together at WCC in front of their library.
There have been numerous project milestones that the
team has had to meet and over a hundred requirements that
had to be satisfied over the course of this project. The major
milestones were:
1. Request for Proposal - August 22, 2018
2. Proposal - September 12, 2018
3. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) - November 2, 2018
4. Critical Design Review (CDR) - January 11, 2019
5. Flight Readiness Review (FRR)-March 4, 2019
6.Vehicle/Payload Demonstration Flights (VDF/PDF)- February 16, 2019 & March 16, 2019
7. Launch Week in Huntsville - April 3 through April 7, 2019

Lauren Grzegorczyk and Mia Fong pictured with "Fissure 8" at
the pad and ready for launch.

The UHCC team would like to thank NASA for this amaz-

These key milestones implement quality controls and in-

ing opportunity to go through a process similar to what one

cremental deadlines for the project. Each deadline required

would experience in industry and for selecting our team to

varying levels of completion, documentation, and testing.

attend launch week! We would also like to thank the Na-

For example, by PDR, the students were required to explain

tional Science Foundation and HSFL for funding this research

the different designs they considered and which one they

endeavor. We'd like to give a big mahalo to Jim and Becky

would be moving forward with. The UHCC team utilized De-

Green, two rocketry enthusiasts and longtime partners of the

cision Making Matrices (DMMs) to organize the criteria, their

rocketry team over at WCC, for hosting our students and as-

importance, and the scores each different design received.

sisting us throughout the project. The UHCC team would like
to thank our mentors, Dr. Joe Ciotti, Dr. Jacob Hudson, Dr.
Shidong Kan, Mevan Ranasinghe, and Helen Rapozo. Lastly,
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we'd like to thank prior students who assisted us.
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Mahalo to Ryan Young, Bradley May, Cody Feliciano, Nelson

If you'd like to learn more about our program and see what

Encarnacion, and Johnathan York. Mahalo to all those who

happens during launch week, you can follow us on Instagram

have shown support for our team and what we do!

and Facebook @UHCCRocketry and on Twitter
@RocketryUhcc.

The UHCC Rocketry Team with Fissure 8 in Huntsville, AL:
Ready for Launch!
By: Dr. Shidong Kan, Faculty Mentor, Honolulu CC

Blast Off!
From L to R: Eric Takahashi, Knyte Bennett-Jeremiah, Adam
Macalalag, Matthew Nakamura, Leomana Turalde, Mia Fong,
Katherine Bronston, Dr. Jacob Hudson, Adrianna Saymo, Lauren
Grzegorczyk, and Craig Opie
Missing: Michael Andrews

Thanks to the funding received from HSGC, 12 students
from across four campuses of the University of Hawai‘i System were able to work on Project Imua Mission 6. The goal
of this nine-month research project was to simulate a Mars
Rover Mission for the NASA Student Launch Initiative.
For this competition, university and high school students

Mission Success! With all 3 parachutes deployed, Fissure 8 is
safely descending.

were tasked with creating a custom designed high power
rocket that would travel to a minimum altitude of 4,000 feet,
safely descend within 90 seconds, and land such that a custom-fabricated rover could be deployed.
Upon receiving clearance, the team would remotely deploy the rover, which would then proceed to autonomously
drive 10 feet from the launch vehicle and collect a 10 mL soil
sample.
The Rocket Team was composed of students from Windward Community College, the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa,
and Kapi‘olani Community College and the Payload Team was
comprised of students from Honolulu Community College.

The UHCC Rocketry Team presenting at the Rocket Fair in
Huntsville, AL.
Back (L to R): Dr. Kerry Tanimoto, Dr. Jacob Hudson, Knyte
Bennett-Jeremiah, Craig Opie, Leomana Turalde, Adam Macalalag, and Matthew Nakamura. Front (L to R): Adrianna Saymo,
Mia Fong, Katherine Bronston, Lauren Grzegorczyk, and Eric
Takahashi. Missing: Michael Andrews
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K-12 EDUCATION- By: Art Kimura, HSGC Education Specialist

Astronaut Ellison
Onizuka Day of
Discovery

Brushbots, Crime Scene Investigations, Paper Circuits, Fundamentals of Flight, Hardware Science, Orientation to Flight,
Fun with Fractals, View from Space, Wacky Computer Science, and the Science of Cooking. In addition, there was a
spectacular opening with Halau Ohia, 16 engaging and interactive displays provided by schools and community organiza-

The 19th annual Astronaut Ellison Onizuka Science Day

tions, and a closing assembly program featuring Dr. Cheryl

held on January 26, 2019, at the University of Hawai‘i-Hilo,

Gansecki, Geologist, University of Hawaii Hilo, who provided

featured keynote speaker, Eisha (Matsubara) Tyler, a gradu-

an update on the 2018 volcanic eruption on the Big Island.

ate of Waiakea High School, Hilo, and Washington Univer-

Sponsored by the Onizuka family, the University of Hawai‘i-

sity, St. Louis (electrical engineering). Eisha had attended

Hilo, American Savings Bank and HSGC, 450 participants and

a NASA summer internship program called SHARP as a ris-

200 volunteers joined together in honoring the legacy of

ing senior in high school. She has worked at the NASA Jet

Ellison Onizuka and the Challenger crew.

Propulsion Lab in Pasadena for the past 11 years in support
equipment, power electronics, and integration & test, has
worked on a variety of JPL missions including Mars rovers
and Earth science radar satellites.

She is currently the

electrical integration lead on an Earth observatory satellite
scheduled to launch in 2022. Children and parents attended
two of the many hands-on workshops that included Racing

www.spacegrant.hawaii.edu/OnizukaDay

by InSynergy Engineering, Looking at Hawai‘i from Space by

Ast ro na ut L a cy
Vea c h D ay o f
D i sc ove ry

HSGC, and DNA Analysis by the Honolulu Police Department.
Sponsored by Hawaiian Electric, Punahou School, the family
of Lacy Veach and HSGC. Two hundred volunteers supported
the registration, workshops, and displays for the 500 registered students, parents, and teachers.

The 18th annual Astronaut Lacy Veach Day of Discovery,
held on October 27, 2018 at Punahou School, featured keynote speaker, Dr. Jim Scott, President, Punahou School,
whose initial and on-going support allowed thousands of students and parents to experience this annual event, a closing presentation of the historic 2018 Summit and East Rift
Zone eruption by Dr. Scott Rowland, Department of Earth
Sciences, and science demonstrations by Elemental Minds,
industry sponsored interactive displays and

workshops.

Workshops included Building a Battery Storage Device by the
Hawaiian Electric Company, Paper Circuits by the Society
of Women Engineers, Cubee Bots by the Challenger Center
Hawai‘i, Jousting Cars by Kalani Robotics, Hardware Science
by Ace Hardware, Hands-Only CPR by the Honolulu Fire Department, Exploring Comets by NASA JPL Solar System Ambassador, Defying Gravity by Leeward Community College,
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Hot Air Balloons by the Hawai‘i Science Olympiad, Aerofoils
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VEX Scholastic Robotics

the Hawai‘i Community Foundation Career Connected fund,
and Robotics Education and Competition Foundation.
www.vexrobotics.com
www.vexrobotics.com/vexiq

HSGC has been instrumental in the introduction, expansion and sustainability of VEX robotics in Hawai‘i. VEX is the
fastest growing scholastic robotics program in Hawai‘i and
around the world with over 24,000 teams including 362 VEX
VRC and VEX IQ teams in Hawai‘i. VEX IQ, introduced just six
years ago, had 270 teams, ranking Hawai‘i in the top 10 of all
US states. Seventy qualifying tournament and league events
were held on O‘ahu, Maui, Moloka‘i, and the Big Island, with
120 teams advancing to the middle school and high school
Hawai‘i VRC championships and the elementary and middle
school Hawai‘i IQ Championships. From the state championships, 24 Hawai‘i teams qualified for the World VEX Championships, held in Louisville, Kentucky in April 2019, among the
1,500 teams from 52 Hawai‘i sponsors included the Hawaiian
Electric Companies, the aio Foundation, the Department of
Labor and Industrial Relations, the Thirty Meter Telescope,

N ASA C o m m erc i al C rew Pro g r am
N e xt Ge n STE M Wo r k sh o p
HSGC education specialists, Art and Rene Kimura, participated in the NASA Commercial Crew Program pilot workshop hosted
by the Nebraska Space Grant Consortium in Omaha, Nebraska in May 2019. Presentations by education specialists from Kennedy and Johnson Space Centers included the use of Virtual Reality tools and software for virtual field trips into space, student
coding to rendezvous crew capsules to the International Space Station, hands-on activities for project-based learning related to
soft landing crew capsules, and review of available digital badges and webinars.

"A variety of K-12 education projects bring hands-on experiments, tools, and the excitement of space
exploration to thousands of participants."

- Arthur Kimura, HSGC Education Specialist
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STEMFEST

(FEST = Families Exploring Science Together)
Schools in Hawai‘i are hosting Future Flight Hawai‘i’s Space

“

Thank you so much for STEMFEST. The students that

FESTivals. These free programs offered by Hawai‘i Space

attended are still talking about it, and the students that

Grant Consortium feature science demonstrations, informa-

missed it are kicking themselves. I'm hoping we can get

tion about NASA-supported educational opportunities, and

more of these programs over to Kona for our students.
Again a Great Big Mahalo for all you and Rene do for the

selected hands-on activities for students and parents. These
evening, family science programs encourage children and

children in Hawai‘i.

parents to work together, foster home/school partnerships,
engage parents and students in thinking and working scientifically, assist parents to encourage an interest in science in
their child, and help students to learn through active engagement in educational experiences.

”

-- Linda Nagai, Kahakai Elementary School

“

The STEMFEST was such a success! Parents and students

are still stopping me in the halls and e-mailing me about
what a fantastic and educational evening it was! We appreciate the opportunity to host you and would look forward to
seeing you in future years!

”

-- Jenifer Hrejace, Chiefess Kamakahelei

“

Art, we've heard such positive feedback on your amaz-

ing presentation from the families who attended, and others
were a little jealous they missed you. Thanks again for sharing your knowledge with our community!

”

-- Melissa Handy, LeJardin Academy

Mark Leon VEX Invitational
The Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium provided support to
the first Mark Leon VEX Robotics Invitational, hosted at St.
Louis School in July 2018. Mark Leon, former NASA robotics
engineer at the NASA Ames Research Center, helped initiate
scholastic robotics in Hawai‘i 21 years ago, provided ongoing
support through NASA grants, and regularly was an Emcee at
robotics tournaments in Hawai‘i. This designated Signature
event allows Hawai‘i teams to collaborate with and compete
against teams from China, Colombia, and the US mainland.
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Global STEM Connections
The Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium and four robotics
teams visited the World Robot Summit hosted in Tokyo, Japan
in October 2018. Students and teachers were able to see and
learn about the applications of robotics and artificial intelligence in agriculture, manufacturing, medicine, home care,
security, food production, packaging and a variety of other
fields. Highlands Intermediate School, Parker School, and St.
Louis School robotics teams entered the World Robot Summit
coding competitions.

The Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium (two education specialists and two volunteers) and four Hawai‘i robotics VEX IQ teams
supported the initiation of the first Japan VEX IQ Cup, hosted
in Tokyo, Japan in March 2019. The 2-day event consisted of a
collaboration and friendship day followed by a tournament. In
turn, Japanese VEX IQ teams will be participating in the November 2019 Pan Pacific VEX Championships hosted in Hawai‘i.

Onizuk a D ay o f
E x plor a t i o n
The Aloha Council, Boy Scouts of
America, revamped their annual Makahiki into a new STEM day for the community using the Hawai‘i Space Grant’s
Astronaut Onizuka Day and Astronaut Lacy Veach Day of
Discovery as templates to initiate the largest STEM event in
Hawai‘i called the Onizuka Day of Exploration. The third annual Onizuka Day of Exploration featured over 100 hands-on
exhibits and workshops provided by scout units and community
organizations along with a variety of stations attracted 8,000
participants in a day of honoring Hawai‘i astronaut Ellison
Onizuka. Japan Astronaut Hoshide provided an overview of
his space experiences. Hawai‘i Space Grant provided support
of the onsite registration and work shop recruitment.

Video:_https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vU0RJa51fTo
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FAC U LT Y P ER S PE C T I V E
Studying the NGC 660 Galaxy
By: Dr. Andreea Petric, Assistant Specialist, UH Institute for Astronomy
Motto: “That was the

Our next step is to test if the processes responsible for

responsibility that went

feeding NGC 660’s central super-massive black hole, also trig-

with being human, old

gered fresh star-formation.

Ku’oosh said, the story

The students used SITELLE

behind each word must

data to learn how high energy

be told so there could be

emission at the core of a galaxy

no mistake in the mean-

can be affected by a galaxy’s

ing of what had been

interaction with other systems.

said; and this demanded

The ability of a galaxy to make

great patience and love.”

new stars can be changed by

― Leslie Marmon Silko,

a growing super-massive black
hole. In some cases it is en-

Ceremony
Nicholas Takamatsu speaking with
A quote from her novel,
Canada-France-Hawai'i Telescope Leslie Marmon Silko was not
astronomer Nicolas Flagey.

hanced, in others quenched
depending on the properties of

writing about astronomy,

yet the kind of patience for meaning she advocates is one of
the most important skills for any truth-seeker, be it artist,

the central emission.
Gabriella Sanchez on the
summit of Maunakea.

teacher or researcher. For the first months of 2019, Gabriella
Sanchz and Nicholas Takamatsu (HSGC Fellows, Spring 2019)
practiced that skill by analyzing the ionized gas emission in
the nearby galaxy NGC 660.
The galaxy NGC 660 is a phenomenal structure. It encompasses billions of stars, some of which are like our own Sun,
others brighter, bigger, the precursors of supernovae, and
singularities in the space-time continuum. A once quiescent system, NGC 660’s central super-massive black hole got
treated to a clump of matter, a process which generates radiation comparable with emission from the entire galaxy. An
actively growing supermassive galaxy at the core of a galaxy
is referred to as an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN).
We use SITELLE, the optical imaging Fourier transformspectrometer

at

the

Canada-France-Hawai‘i Telescope

Using SITELLE data to understand how high energy
emission can be affected by galaxy interactions.

(CFHT), to trace gas signatures associated with the AGN and
determine its effect on the galaxy.

Their research is being prepared for publication and will

Gabriella studied the most highly ionized emission and

be submitted for peer review in the Astrophysical Journal.

found that its distribution and velocity suggest that this AGN
might expel high energy particles, and metals into the surNicholas used multiple

our special thanks to those of Hawaiian ancestry on whose

emission lines from NGC 660’s star-forming regions to es-

sacred mountain Maunakea, we are privileged to be able to

timate the distribution of star-births throughout NGC 660.

receive cosmic photons that traveled approximatively 45 mil-

rounding circumgalactic medium.
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A. Petric, G. Sanchez, and N. Takamatsu wish to extend

lion years to reach us.
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OU TREAC H EV EN T S
HSGC Celebrates the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 Mission

Rocket Launch At WCC

Apollo 11 Spacefest

By: Dr. Dora Nakafuji, HSGC Academic Affiliate,
Kamehameha Schools

By: Dr. Joe Ciotti, HSGC Associate Director, WCC
On July 20th, Windward Community College’s Center for

On July 16, 35 middle school haumāna successfully

Aerospace Education presented the Apollo 11 Family Space-

launched 15 rockets joining national launches in celebration

fest at its Kaneohe campus to celebrate the 50th anniversary

of the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 launch and landing

of Apollo 11 and man’s first landing on the Moon. Some 3,000

on the Moon. UH system students from Windward Community

community members attended this all-day event.

College, Honolulu Community College, YMCA, University of

Spacefest served as a reminder to Hawai‘i’s community

Hawai‘i at Mānoa, HSGC, Kansas and NASA collaborated on

of the intimate connection between our rich heritage of

Project SPARK where students could explore Hawai‘i’s past,

Polynesian seafarers and today’s bold spacefarers, which

present and future role in space while developing connec-

is appropriately captured in the word astronaut—meaning

tions to place and caring for the land, ocean and space.

star-sailor. The activities at Spacefest were selected to encourage Hawai‘i’s students to explore STEM-based studies
and consider careers in aerospace sciences and technology.
Spacefest’s ultimate goal was to ignite the imagination of
our youth and inspire them to learn, explore and take risks
to fulfill their dreams—to encourage them to follow in the
footsteps of the Apollo 11 courageous astronauts. Spacefest’s
theme embodied this aspiration: Every adventure begins with
one small step.
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Chartered under the National Space Grant College
and Fellowship Program in 1990, the Hawai‘i Space
Grant Consortium develops and runs interdisciplinary
education, research, and public service programs related
to space science, earth science, remote sensing, human
exploration and development of space, small satellites,
and aerospace technology. We accomplish this through a
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